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Abstract
Objective: Imaging of tissue engineered three-dimensional (3D) specimens is challenging due to their
thickness.We propose a novelmultimodal imaging technique to obtainmulti-physical 3D images and
the electrical conductivity spectrumof tissue engineered specimens in vitro. Approach:We combine
simultaneous recording of rotationalmultifrequency electrical impedance tomography (R-mfEIT)
with optical projection tomography (OPT). Structural details of the specimen provided byOPT are
used here as geometrical priors for R-mfEIT.Main results: This data fusion enables accurate retrieval
of the conductivity spectrumof the specimen.We demonstrate experimentally the feasibility of the
proposed technique using a potato phantom, adipose and liver tissues, and stem cells in biomaterial
spheroids. The results indicate that the proposed technique can distinguish between viable and dead
tissues and detect the presence of stem cells. Significance: This technique is expected to become a
valuable tool formonitoring tissue engineered specimens’ growth and viability in vitro.

1. Introduction

Multifrequency electrical impedance tomography (mfEIT) is an imaging technique that reconstructs electrical
conductivity images based on surface current excitations and voltagemeasurements acquired at several
frequencies. This imaging technique could find significant applications in the field of tissue engineering, where
three-dimensional (3D) biomaterial constructs are combinedwith stem cell-derived cells. These constructs
show great potential in in vitro diseasemodels, toxicology studies, drug development, and precisionmedicine
(Fang and Eglen 2017, Gomes et al 2017). The imaging ofmesoscopic scale (1mm to 10mm) 3D specimens is
challenging using conventional opticalmicroscopy techniques due to limited penetration depth. Additionally,
many of these techniques require staining or clearing the specimens, which eventually kills the cells and renders
the biological specimens unusable for further study. For example, an x-raymicrotomographymethod to image
the subcellular structures of 3D specimens has been proposed, but themethod is only available forfixed
specimens (Tamminen et al 2020). In order to create novel technologies for non-harmful live 3D imaging, we
propose amultimodal tool inwhichmfEIT is integratedwith optical projection tomography (OPT).

InOPT (Sharpe et al 2002), multiple projection images are acquired from a rotating specimen to enable full
3D image reconstruction. OPThas been applied to, for example, the characterization of hydrogels (Figueiras et al
2014) and the imaging of cells in 3Dhydrogels (Belay et al 2021). OPT operates in either brightfield or
fluorescencemode. Since fluorescence imaging requires autofluorescent or stained specimens, we focus on
applying brightfield, i.e. transmissionOPT.
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Electrical impedancemeasurements, either spectroscopic or tomographic, do not require staining to obtain
information on, for example, cellmembrane integrity (Klösgen et al 2011), cell–cell contactmaturation
(Savolainen et al 2011), or cell aggregate localization (Wu et al 2018). EIT, or in case several frequencies are
applied,mfEIT, images the electrical conductivity distribution (absolutemode) or its temporal changes
(differencemode). EIT is a non-harmful and fast 3D imaging technique that has been used for the viability
detection of cell cultures (Wu et al 2018).

The limitation of EIT is typically poor spatial resolution due to its diffusive nature and the associated
mathematical ill-posedness of the image reconstruction problem. To tackle this,multimodal imaging
techniques have been proposed, where a priori information provided by another imagingmodality is
incorporated into the EIT image reconstruction (Kaipio et al 1999). Inmedical imaging, ultrasound images have
been successfully used as a structural prior, for example in Borsic et al (2010), Soleimani (2006). A dual-modal
sensor that combines EIT and opticalmicroscopy has been presented for in vitro applications (Liu et al 2020).

We aim to providemulti-physical images and enhancedmfEIT image quality via prior information provided
byOPT.We are unaware of previous studies thatwould have attempted to combinemicroscopy-scale, optical-
based 3D imaging, such asOPT,withmfEIT to perform in vitro specimen conductivity analysis. In our system,
mfEIT andOPTdata are collected simultaneously. The electrode array used formfEIT covers only a limited
portion of the imaging chamber’s surface to allow access forOPT acquisition. The problem associatedwith
having only limited angle access to the boundary—both inOPT andmfEIT—is resolved by rotating the
specimen step-wise and carrying out themeasurements sequentially atmultiple rotational positions.

The feasibility of the rotational EIT setupwith limited electrode coverage has previously been demonstrated
in a two-dimensional (2D) circular setup (Lehti-Polojärvi et al 2018) and a 2D rectangular setup (Lehti-Polojärvi
et al 2019,Winkler et al 2020, Lehti-Polojärvi et al 2021) using phantoms. In these studies, however, the
structural information provided byOPThad not been fused into themfEIT reconstruction. Further,mfEITwas
based on 2Dmodeling and linearized difference imaging and yielded only qualitative reconstructions of the
conductivity. Nevertheless, these studies have demonstrated that the rotational limited angle data acquisition
scheme enables the EIT/mfEIT reconstructionwhile also providing space forOPT. In addition to
multimodality, the benefits of this EIT scheme are that it enables a large number of independentmeasurements
and reduces the complexity of the electronics, as a relatively small number of electrodes are needed.

In this study, we extend the rotationalmfEIT (R-mfEIT) impedancemeasurement setup and image
reconstructionmethods to 3D and, above all, combine data from two imagingmodalities by utilizing the
structural information fromOPT to enhance the conductivity reconstruction in R-mfEIT. This data fusion is
achieved by extracting 3D segmentation fromOPT reconstructions and incorporating this information into 3D
R-mfEIT image reconstruction using rotationalmeshing andBayesian inversionmethods, finally yielding
estimates for the electrical conductivity spectra of the segments.

We test the feasibility of the proposedmultimodal technique experimentally. First, the imaging technique is
evaluatedwith a potato inclusionwith a controlled shape and known frequency response. Next, the ability of
OPT-mfEIT to differentiate the conditions of tissues (especially their viability) is tested by imaging specimens of
adipose and liver tissues before and after chemical or thermal treatment. Finally, we carry out a preliminary
experiment on human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) in biomaterial spheroids—an application that will
in future be themain target of the developedmultimodal imaging system.

2.Methods andmaterials

2.1.Overview of themultimodal imaging
Figure 1 summarizes the steps used inmultimodal OPT-mfEIT imaging. The rawR-mfEIT data consist of
electrical impedance values andOPTdata consist of 2Dprojection images acquired from several rotational
positions. The R-mfEIT datawas used both for conventional R-mfEIT reconstruction and formultimodalOPT-
mfEIT reconstruction. The conventional R-mfEIT reconstruction served as a comparison to the integrated
OPT-mfEIT reconstruction approach, and as a check of the quality of themeasuredR-mfEIT data.

OPT datawere used for reconstructing the light absorption distributionwithin the imaging domain. The 3D
OPT reconstructionwas segmented to extract themorphology and location of the specimen. The segmentation
was then integrated into the R-mfEIT reconstruction process in order to directly estimate the conductivity
spectra of the segmented regions from the R-mfEIT data.

2.2.Multimodal systemdesign
OurR-mfEIT techniquewas designed to be combinedwith an in-house-built OPT system (Figueiras et al 2014,
Belay et al 2021). A schematic of theOPT-mfEIT system is shown infigure 2.
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Themain parts ofOPT are illumination, specimen rotation stage, and light detection.We used awhite LED
(irradiancemaximum2.8mWcm−2) for brightfield parallel beam illumination. The specimens were attached
from the top to amotorized stage (Standa Ltd, Lithuania)with rotational and x–y–zmovements for proper
specimen alignment. The imaging chamber had two transparent glass walls forOPT, and it wasfilledwith saline
solution. Saline was used to enable both a refractive indexmatching path for illumination and suitable electrical
conductivity between the electrodes and the specimen. The optical detection system consistedmainly of a 2×
objective lens (EdmundOptics, USA), an iris diaphragm (Thorlabs, USA), a tube lens (Mitutoyo,USA), and an
sCMOS camera (ORCA-Flash 4.0,Hamamatsu, Japan).

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubes (5mm inner diameter, 6mmouter diameter, Adtech Polymer
Engineering Ltd, UK)were used to attach the hydrogel-based specimen to the rotational stage. To allow electrical
contact, approximately 3mmof the hydrogel with the embedded inclusion(s)was pushed out of the insulating
tube during imaging.

Figure 1. Flowchart presents the steps involved in usingOPT andR-mfEIT data for themultimodal imaging of in vitro specimens.
Orange denotes R-mfEIT and blueOPT.

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of themultimodalOPT-mfEIT imaging system. Top: LED is used forOPT illumination, the specimen
is rotated in a chamber filledwith saline solution, OPT images are captured via optics and camera.Wires from themfEIT device are
connected to the electrodes on two sides of the imaging chamber. Bottom: close-up view of the imaging chamberwith 16 electrodes
and cylindrical rotating specimen.
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AnmfEIT device that generates binarymultifrequency excitation (Min et al 2018)was used for impedance
measurements. The current excitations were carried out using 15 frequencies ranging from1 to 349 kHz, which
is typically in theβ-dispersion region of biological samples (Klösgen et al 2011). The device had amultiplexer
with 16 bi-directional input/output channels for tetrapolar impedancemeasurements.

MfEIT electrodes were fabricated on twoflexible Kapton-based sheets and attached to two opposingwalls of
the rectangular imaging chamber. These 16 electrodes (1μmcopper coatedwith 50 nmgold layer), shown in
figure 2, were connected to themfEIT device via zero insertion force connectors (Würth Elektronik, Germany)
andwires that were as short as possible to reduce noise.

2.3. Rotational data acquisition
SimultaneousOPT-mfEIT data acquisitionswere performedwith a custom-made LabVIEWprogram
(Yuan 2020). OPT imageswere acquired every 0.9° over 360° rotation, and the R-mfEITmeasurements were
saved at 4.5° intervals.

Themeasurement pattern applied at every R-mfEIT rotational positionwas designed for our limited angle
electrode layout (see figure 2). The pattern contained 30 pairwise current excitation configurations and 13
pairwise voltagemeasurements for each excitation, providing 390 tetrapolarmeasurements. The first 15
excitations were applied sequentially between electrode 2 and each of the other 15 electrodes. Correspondingly,
in the second set of excitations, currents were injected between electrode 14 and the other 15 electrodes. Voltage
measurements were obtained sequentially between the electrode adjacent to the current excitation electrode and
the rest of the electrodes. Current excitation electrodes were not included in the voltage sensing. The
measurement pattern is visualized in supplementarymaterials (available online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/66/
205016/mmedia). The design of the current excitation and voltagemeasurement configurationswas based on
the leadfield theory (Geselowitz 1971) to obtainmeasurement patterns with high sensitivity in the entire volume
of the specimen.

Total data acquisition time depended on several factors, such as camera exposure time, the number of
measurement angles, and the number of repeated impedancemeasurements for averaging.We used an exposure
time of approximately 1.2ms, and the number of projection images taken forOPTwas 400. For R-mfEIT,
measurements were collected from80 rotational positions, resulting in 80×390=31 200measurements.
Each tetrapolarmeasurement was taken as the average of seven repeatedmeasurements, resulting in ameasuring
time of 10ms for eachmeasurement.With these settings, the total imaging timewas approximately 15 minWe
note, however, that the amount of data acquired herewas excessive andwas onlymeasured to ensure that no
relevant informationwas lost in the experiment. Only theR-mfEIT data corresponding to the latter half of the
full rotationwere used in the image reconstruction.

For eachR-mfEIT data acquisition, a referencemeasurement with only saline present in the imaging
chamberwas taken. TheOPTprojections andmeasuredR-mfEIT data are visualized for each specimen type in
supplementarymaterials. The real part of themeasured impedance valuesZwas converted to voltagesUwith 1
mA current I, asU=Re(Z)I. The videos show the difference between the angular data and the initial position
data to clarify the changes due to rotation.

2.4. Estimation of noise statistics
An estimate for the level of the overall noise introduced by the electrodes, wiring, and themfEIT device was
obtained from1000 repeated blank saline solutionmeasurements in the imaging chamber. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the R-mfEIT imaging systemwas calculated as follows:
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whereN=1000 is the number of repeatedmeasurements, y(n) the nthmeasured voltage value, and ȳ the
average ofN repeated voltage data. The SNR value depends on themeasurement configuration, that is, the
relative positions of the excitation andmeasurement electrodes and the applied frequency. For a low sensitivity
configuration, theminimumSNRwas (5±2) dB, and for a high sensitivity configuration, themaximumSNR
was (55±3) dB. According to the applied frequency, theminimumSNRwas (32±9) dB at 1 kHz and the
maximumwas (40±9) dB at 251 kHz.

The reciprocity error is another commonly usedmetric to evaluate the accuracy of EIT systems. It was
calculated from two tetrapolarmeasurements that applied the same electrodes but interchanged current
excitation and voltagemeasurement pairs. The repeatedmeasurements’ percentage error was between 0.1% and
0.7%, depending on the applied frequency.

The covariance of themeasurement noise was also estimated for each frequency based on the same repeated
measurements. The sample covariance formeasurements at given frequency fwas the following:
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measurements corresponding to all injected currents at frequency f, and vectorV f

* is themean of the repeated
voltagemeasurements. The noise covariancematrix was usedwhen computing the R-mfEIT reconstructions.

2.5.OPT image reconstruction and segmentation
Before computingOPT reconstructions, the R-mfEIT chamber walls were cropped from the sides and bottomof
the projection images to savememory. Possible offsets in the specimen’s center-of-rotationweremanually
corrected. This was achieved by reconstructing the top and bottom slices of the specimenwith different offset
values and visually choosing the best values for each specimen, as inKoskela et al (2021). The center-of-rotation
was corrected for the rest of the volume by interpolating the top and bottomoffsets, as is explained in Figueiras
et al (2014). OPT reconstructions were computed using afiltered back-projection algorithm (Natterer 2001)
implemented in the built-in function iradon ofMATLABR2019a (TheMathWorks, Inc.). The principle of
back-projection fromprojection images is visualized in figure 3(a). The applicable codes are available at
[https://github.com/llkskl/fbp-cor]. OPT reconstructions were visualizedwith the open-source software Fiji.

The grayscale 3DOPT reconstructions, as the one shown infigure 3(b), were segmented into four regions
shown infigure 3(c): inclusion(s), background, FEP tube, and amanually appliedmarker. The inclusions were
themain regions of interest, namely, pieces of tissue or iPSC spheroids. The backgroundwas composed of the
cylindrical hydrogel scaffold and saline solution. The tube, fromwhich the hydrogel was emerging, is seen as an
annular-shaped piece on top of the 3D images infigures 3, 4 and 6. A small cut wasmade in the tube before
specimen preparation to verify the correct orientation of the segmentation during R-mfEITmesh creation. The
marker was added below this cut in the segmentation. After themesh creation, themarker was removed from
further computations.

Segmentations were performed and visualized inAvizo (Thermo Scientific, v.2019.4). First, theOPT
reconstructions were resampled from the original 3.25μmvoxel size to 13μmvoxel size to lighten the image
processing. Then, the image stacks were 3Dmedian filteredwith a neighborhood of six voxels to slightly smooth
the image volumewhile preserving the edge information.Many of the image stacks were slightly challenging to
segment, as some of the inclusion(s) grayscale values were close to the background values. Thus, wemainly used
manual thresholding (MagicWand tool) for the inclusion segments andmade correctionswithmorphological
operations and the Lasso tool. The tube and themarker were segmented by generating two ellipses and
interpolating a cylinder between them. The rest of the volumewas labeled as background. Finally, the segments
were 3D smoothed and exported toMatlab to include them in the R-mfEIT finite element (FE)model.

2.6. R-mfEITmodeling and image reconstruction
This section discusses themathematicalmodels and computationalmethods used in the R-mfEIT andOPT-
mfEIT image reconstruction.We start by briefly reviewing the complete electrodemodel (CEM), which
mathematically describes the dependence of the electrode potentials on the injected currents and electrical
conductivity within the volume. Thismodel (or its numerical approximation) is referred to as the forwardmodel
of EIT.Next, we review an image reconstructionmethod that combines the R-mfEITmeasurements, CEM, and
a smoothness promoting priormodel for the electrical conductivity. Thismethod, which does not utilize the
structural information given byOPT, is referred to as the conventional reconstructionmethod. In this study, the

Figure 3.Processing ofOPT images illustratedwith cells 2 specimen in Experiment 4. (a)Original cropped projection images and a
thin slice of the reconstructed volume. (b) 3DOPT reconstruction. (c) Segmented regions: two iPSC spheroids, FEP tube at the top, a
smallmarker and the rest of the volume is background.
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conventional reconstructionmethod is only used in the first experimental study (1) as a reference for the
multimodalOPT-mfEIT reconstruction, and (2) to investigate the effect of the number of rotation angles on the
3DR-mfEIT reconstruction. Finally, we describe themultimodal OPT-mfEIT reconstruction, where the
structural information provided byOPT is included in R-mfEIT.

Both the conventional and themultimodal reconstructions are in principle absolute image reconstructions.
Thismeans that the data, fromwhich the reconstructions are computed, aremeasured at a single time instant
instead of using the difference of two data setsmeasured at different times or using different frequencies.
Additionally, our reconstructionmethods include an approximative correction for errors in themodelling of the
EITmeasurements, which is explained below.

The FEmodel and reconstruction algorithmwerewritten forMatlab, withmodifications to account for
rotational data acquisition (Koskela et al 2018). Formesh creation, the open-source softwareNetgen v.4.9.11
was used. R-mfEIT andOPT-mfEIT 3D visualizationswere done inAvizo.

2.6.1.Modeling of Rotational EITMeasurements
EITmeasurements aremodeled by theCEM,which consists of a partial differential equation (3) and three
boundary conditions (4)–(6):

· ( ) ( )s  = Î Wu r0, , 3

( ){ }
{ }


 Ès

¶
¶

= Î ¶W =
u

n
r e0, , 4l

L
l1

Figure 4. (a)An example of an FEmeshwith additional nodes and elements placed in the tissue segment. Nodes in the tissue segment
aremarked in red. The cylindrical rotational part of themesh has an outer radius of 3.2mm. (b)Tetrahedral elements of an example
mesh plotted up to a height of 1.2mm from the chamber bottom. Themesh has been refined inside the tissue segment at the center of
themesh.
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whereσ is the electric conductivity, u is the electric potential inside the targetΩwith boundary ∂Ω,

n is the

outward unit normal of the boundary, Il is the current through electrode e ,l zl is the contact impedance between
electrode el and the target,Ul is the potential on electrode e ,l and L is the number of electrodes. EIT
measurements aremodeled by approximating theCEMwith thefinite elementmethod (FEM) for given values
ofσ, z, and given current excitation (Vauhkonen et al 1999). In this study, tetrahedral elements are used, and
bothσ and u are represented by linear basis functions. In addition to (3)–(6), the reference level of electric
potential is set, and charge conservation is fulfilled by requiring that
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Approximating theCEMwith FEM leads to amatrix equationAθ=I, whereA is the systemmatrix, θ is a
vector containing nodal values of u and electrode potentialsU, and vector I depends on the current excitation.

In rotational EIT, the overriding idea is to improve EITmeasurements’ information content by rotating the
specimen and carrying out the current excitations and potentialmeasurements sequentially for various rotation
angles. This approach significantly improves the EIT reconstructions compared to stationary limited angle EIT.
In technical terms, the temporal changes of the conductivity distribution due to rotation aremodeled by
constructingmappings that deform the electrical conductivity of the initial state to each of the rotational
positions and incorporating thesemappings into the forward solver of EIT. Lehti-Polojärvi et al (2018)

Weadopted a previously presented approach to constructing the rotationmappings (Koskela et al 2018) but
extended it to 3D. In this so-called clickmethod, a rotationally invariant inner boundary in themesh limits the
rotational domain. In the FEmesh, a rotating cylindrical bodywith a radius of 3.2mmwasmodeled in the
middle of the rectangular imaging chamber, as shown infigure 4. This radius was selected to bewider than the
rotating tube in the experimental setup.

Nodes were placed on themodeled cylinder boundarywith an angular spacing of 4.5°, corresponding to the
measurements’ angular spacing. Rotationalmeasurements weremodeled by rotating the cylinder 4.5° in the
direction of rotation, thus rotating the conductivity distribution inside the cylinderwithout deforming the
mesh. Performing the rotation in this way only requires re-indexing of the element connectivity table to connect
elements inside the rotating cylinder to elements outside it. This indexmapping is pre-computed for each
rotation angle when themesh is created. This clickmethodwas shown to be faster and resulted inmore accurate
reconstructions (Koskela et al 2018) than simpler approaches based onmultiplying the nodal conductivity
vectorσ by amatrix that approximately computes the rotated conductivity distribution (Lehti-Polojärvi et al
2018).

Computing EIT reconstructions iteratively requires computing the Jacobianmatrix, that is, derivatives of
the electrode potentials with respect to nodal values ofσ (Vilhunen et al 2002). In rotational EIT image
reconstruction, the Jacobian is needed for each rotational position. This computation can be sped up by pre-
computing and storing the derivatives dA/dσ, which appear in the Jacobian formula, for each rotational position
when themesh is created.

2.6.2. Conventional R-mfEIT reconstruction
The inverse problemof EIT is to reconstruct the electrical conductivityσ of the target based on the injected
current andmeasured voltage data. Solving the inverse problem requires inverting the forwardmodel of EIT
described above. However, in conventional (R-mf)EIT, where structural constraints are not available, the
inverse problem ismathematically ill-posed and its solution requires regularization or use of prior information
about the conductivity. In this study, the inverse problem is formulated in the Bayesian framework. EIT
measurements aremodeled asV=U(σ, z)+e, whereU(σ, z) is a FE approximation of theCEM in (3)–(8), and
e is a noise vector assumed to be additive. In the Bayesian approach, the electric conductivityσ andmeasurement
noise e aremodeled as randomvariables (Kaipio and Somersalo 2006). The noise vector e is assumed to be
Gaussianwith zeromean. The covarianceΓe (2) is estimated based on repeatedmeasurements. Contact
impedances are fixed to z=1Ω for each electrode.

In the Bayesian framework, prior information about the unknown conductivity distributionσ is encoded
into the prior probability density, which in this study is amultivariate Gaussian smoothness prior characterized
by themeanσ* and covariancematrixΓσ. Themean is chosen as the best homogeneous fit to reference data at a
given frequency, namely
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( ( )) ( ) s s= -
s
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where Le
f is the Cholesky factor of the noise precisionmatrix ( )G - ,e
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f T

e
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e
f 1 The prior

covarianceΓσused in this work has the form
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2
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2

where

ri is the position vector of the node i, ( )= sa ,

3

2
* =b c

2 log 100
and c=1mm is called the correlation

length, which controls the degree of spatial smoothness. Correlation lengthwas chosen based on the
approximate expected sizes of the inclusion(s). Details of the smoothness prior, including the interpretation and
the choice of parameters, have been previously presented, where a similar priormodel was used (Lipponen et al
2013).

Using the best-fit homogeneous conductivity s ,* we also computed amodel discrepancy term
( )e s= -U z V, ,f

ref
f

* which is used for approximativemodel error correction in the image reconstruction
(Hallaji et al 2014). In the present study, suchmodeling errorsmay result from the saline level’s uncertainty in
the imaging chamber, the saline surface’s curvature, and possible uncertainty in the excitation current values.

With the above choices for the noisemodel and prior, the EIT reconstruction for each frequencywas
obtained as

∣∣ ( ( ) )∣∣ ∣∣ ( )∣∣ ( )s s e s s= - + + -
s

sL V U z Larg min , , 11f
e
f f f 2 2

*

where Lσ is the Cholesky factor of the inverse prior covariance Gs
- .1

For R-mfEIT image reconstruction, we applied an iterativeGauss–Newtonmethod (Heikkinen et al 2002).
TheGauss–Newton iteration has the form

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )) ( )s s s e s s= + G + G - + - G -s s s+
- - - -d J J L L J V U z, , 12k

f
k
f T

e
f T T

e
f f f

k1
1 1 1 1

*

where the step length dwas chosen by a line searchmethod at each iteration (Karhunen et al 2010). As an initial
point of iteration, s ,f

0 weuse the best-fit homogeneous conductivity s .f

*

2.6.3. OPT-mfEIT reconstruction
In theOPT-informedmfEIT, themodel for the electricalmeasurements is the same as in the conventional
single-modality case: the dependence between electric conductivity and electrode potentials is described by
CEM (3)–(8), and themodel is approximated numerically using FEM.Also, the rotational setup ismodeled as
described above. The difference between the conventional R-mfEIT and the proposedOPT-mfEIT is that in the
latter reconstruction, the segmentation obtained fromOPT is used as a geometrical constraint for the electrical
conductivity distributionσ.More specifically, the conductivity inside each segment is assumed to be
homogeneous at any given frequency.

The benefit of utilizing the assumption of segmentally constant conductivity is that it dramatically decreases
the number of unknown parameters in EIT imaging. In this study’s experiments, the number of conductivity
parameters at each frequency inOPT-mfEIT varies between 2 and 3. In contrast, in the conventional R-mfEIT,
thousands of unknown conductivity parameters were reconstructed based on the electrode potential data at each
frequency. This loworder parameterization decreases the computational complexity and computation time
from the conventional R-mfEIT case and—above all—stabilizes the originally ill-posed inverse problemof EIT
and potentially leads tomore reliable estimates of the tissue’s conductivity spectrum. For this reason, a prior
function is not required to compute the reconstructions, unlike in the conventionalmfEIT reconstruction.

In the experiments performed in this study, theOPT reconstructions provided the followingmain segments:
one or two inclusions, the FEP tube, and the background. The inclusion(s) and the backgroundwere considered
as subvolumes, each having constant unknown conductivity at a given frequency. The FEP tubewasmodeled as
a perfect insulator. Consequently, the tube segment’s surface wasmodeled as a boundary of the computational
domain in R-mfEIT; on this boundary, the zero-flux boundary condition (4)was assigned equivalently to all
other electrode-free boundaries of the computational domain.

The segment conductivities at each frequencywere computed by solving aminimization problemof the
form

( ( ( ) ) ) ( ) s s e= - +
s

L V U F zarg min , , 13f
s e

f f
s

f 2

s

where [ ]s s s= ¼, ,s N
T

1 s
Ns is the number of segments, and Fmaps the conductivity valuesσs to the nodal

conductivity values in themesh.
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TheGauss–Newtonmethodwas also used for the segmentation-basedOPT-mfEIT reconstructionwith
slightmodifications. In this case, the iteration has the form

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ( ) )) ( )s s s e= + G G - ++
- - -d J J J V U z, , 14k

f
k
f

s
T

e
f

s s
T

e
f f f

1
1 1 1

where s nowdenotes the conductivities of the segments, that is, [ ]s s s= ¼, , ,N
T

1 s
whereNs is the number of

segments.Moreover, Js is the Jacobianmatrix of themeasurements with respect to the segment conductivities,
defined as =J JP,s where P is a ´N Nn s matrix, whichmaps the segment conductivity values to the Nn nodes in
themesh.

2.6.4.Meshing
The imaging volume, excluding the tube segment, was firstmeshedwithNetgen. The segmentationwas then
used to refine themesh by increasing themesh density at the tissue’s location, as shown infigure 4. Since the FEP
tube is a good electrical insulator, the boundary condition of zero normal current density (4)was imposed on the
tube boundary, and the tube volumewas notmeshed. Eachmesh used in this study had approximately 11 000
nodes. The center-of-rotation correction performed in theOPT reconstructions was not considered in the
R-mfEIT reconstructions. The offset valueswere typically close to zero and amaximumof 44 pixels, which
corresponded to 143μm.These offsets were not considered a significant source of error in theR-mfEIT
reconstructions.

2.7.Materials and specimens
Weperformed four experiments with different specimen types to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
technique. The imaging chamberwas filledwith phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich PBS tablet in
purifiedMilli-Qwater, concentration 0.01Mphosphate buffer, 0.0027MKCl and 0.137MNaCl). All specimens
were prepared into 5mm inner diameter FEP tubes. Agarose gel 1.5% (w/w) (low gelling powder, Sigma Life
Science)was prepared in PBS. Phantom and tissue inclusionsweremanually cut to approximately 1mm×1
mm×1.5mmsized pieces. One or two inclusionswere placed at the bottomof the tube, and 200μl of agarose
was pipetted on top. All specimens were left to gelate and stabilize at room temperature for at least 15 min before
imaging. Allmeasurements were acquired at room temperature.

In Experiment 1, a tetrahedral piece of fresh potatowas embedded in agarose. The potato phantomwas
chosen due to its well-known electrical properties.

Experiment 2was performedwith fresh human subcutaneous adipose tissue (female donorwith normal
BodyMass Index)withwritten informed consent in accordancewith theRegional Ethics Committee of the
Expert Responsibility area of TampereUniversityHospital, Tampere, Finland (ethical approval R15161). The
aimwas to investigate theOPT-mfEIT capability to differentiate viable and thermally killed tissues. The first
specimen contained a viable piece of adipose tissue that was imagedwithin 24 h of cutting. To induce necrotic
cell death, another specimenwas prepared by placing a tissue piece on aluminum foil and kept on top of dry ice
(approximately−79 °C) for 55 min before embedding it in agarose.

To investigate the ability ofOPT-mfEIT to distinguish between intact and broken cellmembranes, we used
fresh and chemically treated porcine liver tissue in Experiment 3. Porcine liver tissuewas purchased from a local
abattoir, and allmeasurements were performedwithin 14 h of extraction. TritonX-100 is commonly used to
lyse cells in biological research.We prepared 2% (v/v) solution by diluting TritonX-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
USA)with PBS. Before embedding the inclusions in agarose, the treated tissue pieces were incubated in the
solution for 1 h and thenwashedwith PBS for 15 min to rinse the TritonX-100 residues from the tissue.We
studied four specimens: liver 1 (one piece of fresh liver), liver 2 (one piece of treated liver), liver 3 and 4 (one piece
of fresh and one piece of treated liver in each specimen).

In Experiment 4, iPSCs embedded in biomaterial spheroids were imaged to investigate the ability ofOPT-
mfEIT to detect tissue engineered inclusions. The iPSCs (cell lineUTA.10211.EURCCs, ethical approval
R12123)were cultured onGeltrex-coated plates inmTesR1medium (Stemcell) at 37 °C in 5%CO2. The cells
were collected from the cell culture plates by incubating themwithVersene at 37 °C for 4 min and collecting
them intomTesR1medium.Cell suspensionwas centrifugedwith 150×g for 5 min, washedwith 10% sucrose
twice, andfinally resuspended in 10% sucrose. Then, the cell suspensionwasmixedwith biomaterial
(Puramatrix, Corning, USA) andCollagen I (Gibco) solution. iPSC spheroidswere created by pipetting 5μl
droplets of the cell-biomaterialmix into cell culturemediumon a 48well plate, and thereby creating spheroids
with a diameter of approximately 1mm. The spheroids were then immediately embedded in agarose and imaged
within 7 h. To clarify the effect of the cells on specimen conductivity, we also imaged two biomaterial spheroids
without cells.We studied four specimens: cells 1 (one biomaterial spheroidwith cells), cells 2 (two biomaterial
spheroidswith cells), biomaterial 1 and 2 (one blank biomaterial spheroid).
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3. Results

The results of Experiment 1 are presented infigures 5 and 6. Thesefigures illustrate the reconstruction of
conventional R-mfEIT (figure 5) and theOPT-mfEIT (figure 6), according to the steps described in theflowchart
infigure 1. For Experiments 2–4, only themain results are shown in the figures: the tissue conductivity spectrum
and one 3D visualization at 7 kHz, as infigures 6(c) and (d).

The 2D slices of the conventional 3DR-mfEIT reconstructions infigure 5(a) clearly show that the potato is
less conductive than the background. The estimated conductivity of the potato increases with increasing AC
frequency from7 to 349 kHz. The background conductivity is not, however, affected by the frequency change.

Increasing the number ofmeasurement angles enhances image quality, as the shape of the inclusion is
detectedmore accurately with 40 angles thanwith 10 angles in 180° rotation infigure 5(a). One angle— one
measurement set with the 16-electrode setup—is not enough to provide reasonable images in our limited angle
R-mfEIT setup.We therefore chose to use 40 angles to compute all further results.

Figure 5(b) shows a 3D illustration of the conventional R-mfEIT at 7 kHz (thresholding 8.5mS cm−1).
Although some imaging artifacts are present, the R-mfEIT captures the shape of the potato relatively well. This
result implies that R-mfEIT can provide valuable information on the spatially distributed conductivity within
the imaging domain. This result is an encouraging observation, as in themultimodalOPT-mfEIT, the
reconstruction quality is further enhanced.

TheOPT-mfEIT results for the potato are shown infigure 6. TheOPT reconstruction (figure 6(a))was used
to segment electrically relevant regions (figure 6(b)), where the potato specimen and the FEP tube are depicted
with different colors, whereas the background is transparent. TheOPT-mfEIT reconstruction at 7 kHz is

Figure 5.Conventional R-mfEIT reconstructions of the tetrahedral potato in Experiment 1without the use ofOPTpriors. (a) 2D
slices of the 3DR-mfEIT reconstructionswith different numbers of rotational positions distributed uniformly over 180 degrees and
different frequencies. The slices are at the height of 1.3mm from the chamber bottom. (b) 3D visualization based on thresholding of
the lower left corner in (a).
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Figure 6.Retrieval of conductivity spectrumof a tetrahedral piece of potato usingOPT-mfEIT reconstructions in Experiment 1. (a)
OPT reconstruction showing the potato, agarose, and FEP tube in transparent saline. (b)Potato (blue), tube (magenta), and amarker
(yellow) segmented from (a). (c)Example of oneOPT-mfEIT reconstruction at 7 kHz illustrating potato (blue) and background
(yellow). (d)Estimated conductivity spectra of the potato segment (blue) and background segment (BG, yellow) in the range of 1–349
kHz. Each conductivity value is obtained from a reconstructed 3DOPT-mfEIT image as shown in (c).
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visualized infigure 6(c), and the conductivity spectra of the potato and the background infigure 6(d). As in
conventional R-mfEIT, the background ismore conductive than the potato inclusion. Also, the potato’s
conductivity increases as the applied frequency increases, whereas the background remains nearly constant.

TheOPT-mfEIT results of Experiment 2 on human adipose tissue are shown infigure 7. The dead tissue is
more resistive than the background, and the viable tissue ismore resistive than the dead tissue. The background
conductivities are approximately the same as in Experiment 1.

The porcine liver tissues conductivity spectra of Experiment 3 are shown infigure 8. Regardless of the
specimen containing one or two inclusions, the estimated conductivities of all TritonX-100-treated inclusions
are higher than the conductivities of the fresh liver inclusions. All background conductivity values are close to
those in Experiments 1 and 2.

The estimated conductivity spectra for iPSCs and the biomaterial spheroids in Experiment 4 are shown in
figure 9. The blank biomaterial appearsmore conductive than the background and the iPSC-containing
biomaterial spheroids. The background spectra are close to those in Experiments 1–3.

4.Discussion and conclusions

The results of the experimental studies clearly show the power ofmultimodal tomography and the use ofOPT as
prior for R-mfEIT. The conventional, single-modality R-mfEIT reconstructions in Experiment 1 are of typical
absolute EIT image quality, representing the shape, location, and conductivity of the inclusion relatively well
(figure 5). The spatial resolution ofOPT-mfEIT, however, is superior to the R-mfEIT reconstruction seen in
figures 6–9. Furthermore, although the potato conductivity provided by the conventional R-mfEITwas in the
same range as that provided byOPT-mfEIT (comparefigures 5 and 6), the smoothness and image artifacts in
conventional R-mfEITmake the quantitative analysis of conductivity spectra difficult from these EIT images. In

Figure 7. (a)Conductivity spectra of the viable and thermally killed human adipose tissues and their backgrounds (BG) obtained from
OPT-mfEIT reconstructions in Experiment 2. (b) 3Dvisualization of theOPT-mfEIT reconstruction of the dead adipose tissue
specimen at 7 kHz.
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OPT-mfEIT, the conductivity spectra can be directly extracted from the reconstructed frequency-dependent
(but inclusion-wise constant) conductivities.

Increasing the number of rotational positions infigure 5 (a) enhanced the image quality. This effect is due to
the rotationalmeasurement protocol increasing the number of independentmeasurements compared to
stationary EIT. Similar results have been shown in 2D (Lehti-Polojärvi et al 2018).

The background segments’ conductivity was assumed to be homogenous in all OPT-mfEIT reconstructions.
This segment consisted of the PBS solution and the agarose gel in all experiments. Since agarose was prepared in
PBS, the assumption of background homogeneity was justified. The reconstructed background conductivities
were close to 18mS cm−1 in all experiments indicating stability ofOPT-mfEIT. This value is somewhat higher
than our directlymeasured values of 12mS cm−1 for PBS and 13mS cm−1 for agarose (conductivitymeter,
Hanna Instruments, HI-8733) at room temperature.

The potato results in Experiment 1 show a clear increase in conductivity at high frequencies (from6mS
cm−1 to 11mS cm−1), suggesting that the potato cell walls were intact, acting resistively at low frequencies and
passingmore current at higher frequencies. These results are in accordance with a previous study that show an
increase of potato conductivity from0.25 to 4.5mS cm−1 at the same frequency range (Ahn et al 2010).

The adipose tissues in Experiment 2 (figure 7) showed relatively flat conductivity spectra at the used
frequency range as was expected (Gabriel et al 1996). Killing the adipose tissue by freezing is expected to cause
necrotic cell death that includes the breakdown of cellmembranes, allowing the current toflow through thewell

Figure 8. (a)Conductivity spectra of porcine liver tissue segments and background segments (BG) obtained from theOPT-mfEIT
reconstructions in Experiment 3. Solidmarkers correspond to fresh and emptymarkers correspond toTritonX-100-treated liver.
Liver 3 and 4 both contained two inclusions, one fresh and one treated. (b) 3D visualization of theOPT-mfEIT reconstruction of the
liver 3 specimen at 7 kHz.
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conducting cytoplasm. This effect caused the conductivity to increase after freezing, which is in accordance with
a previous study on rat liver (Davalos andRubinsky 2004).

The porcine liver inclusions in Experiment 3 (figure 8) show amodest but consistent increase of conductivity
alongwith increasing frequency as was expected (Gabriel et al 1996). After treatment byTritonX-100 solution,
liver tissues indicate an increase in conductivity due to the breakdownof cellmembranes, allowing current to
pass thewell conducting cytoplasm. These results are in line with previous studies on, for example, the Triton
X-100 treatment of breast cancer spheroids (Wu et al 2018).

The iPSCs and biomaterial spheroids were challenging specimens, as they only covered approximately 0.5%
of thewholemeasured volume. Also, inside the spheroids, therewas biomaterial between the iPSCswith no
developed cell–cell junctions. However, our results show thatwe can detect the presence of iPSCs in the
spheroids, as they decreased the conductivity compared to the blank biomaterial in Experiment 4 (figure 9). This
was expected since the iPSCs can be assumed viable and thus resistive at the used frequency range. Also, iPSC
spheroids showed flat conductivity spectra that were expected at the used frequency range and tetrapolar
measurement scheme (Canali et al 2015).

ThemfEIT device used in this study did not provide the accurate excitation current values, and thus a
nominal value of 1mAwas used in the forwardmodel for each excitation. This approximationmay be one
reason for the estimated conductivities of potato, tissues, and background to be higher than reference values in

Figure 9. (a)Conductivity spectra of biomaterial spheroids with andwithout iPSCs and corresponding backgrounds (BG) obtained
fromOPT-mfEIT reconstructions in Experiment 4. (b) 3D visualization of theOPT-mfEIT reconstruction of the cells 2 specimen at 7
kHz.
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the literature (Gabriel et al 1996, Ahn et al 2010) and directmeasurements. In general, EITmeasurements and
obtained conductivity values are dependent on themeasurement system and the temperature and condition of
the specimen. Thus, direct comparison of the conductivity values between different studies is difficult.
Moreover, it ismoremeaningful to compare the changes occurring in the same specimen type andmeasurement
conditions.

Overall, the conductivity values and the frequency responses obtainedwere in good agreementwith previous
knowledge considering the general difficulty ofmeasuring the conductivity of very small soft objects. Typically,
tissue conductivity would have to be estimated based on impedancesmeasuredwithin a chamberwith known
dimensions. In future studies, one interesting possibility is to compare theOPT-mfEIT conductivity spectra
with impedance spectra obtained, for example, by bioimpedance-based needle providing a defined and known
measurement volume (Halonen et al 2019).

The volume of the inclusions in our experiments only covered from0.5% to 5.6%of the totalmeasured
volume, being highest for adipose tissues and smallest for the iPSC spheroids. Thus, OPT-mfEIT proved to be an
effective technique even for low volume fraction specimens.

The data acquisition time induces a possible error source in ourmeasurements because some of the saline
typically evaporated during imaging. Also, due to the small size of the imaging chamber and the surface tension
of the PBS, the saline surface had a significant curvature (seen in theOPT raw data videos in supplementary
materials). These factors can cause geometricmodeling errors in our R-mfEITmodel, affecting the
reconstructions’ accuracy. An approximativemethodwas used to correct formodeling errors using a reference
R-mfEITmeasurement. In future, the imaging system could be improved to reduce these uncertainties, or the
reconstructionmethods could bemodified to take thesemodeling errors into accountmore accurately.

Our 3D reconstruction algorithmswere relatively time-efficient since the conventional R-mfEIT took
approximately 37 min and theOPT-mfEIT approximately 21 min for each frequencywith 40 angles.
Computationswere performed on a desktop PCwith i5-7500 3.4GHzCPU and 16GBRAM.

In the future, the image processing could be automatized to enable faster troughput. This would be feasible
with, for example, cell spheroids thatwere straightforward to segmentwith simple thresholding operations.We
also note that concave or hollow opaque samples are not optimal forOPTbecause some partsmight be
undetected in theOPT reconstruction.

As shown in this study,OPT-mfEIT imaging can be used to extract qualitative information about 3D cell and
tissue cultures, such as the breakdownof cellmembranes and cell death or the presence of stem cells in
biomaterial scaffold. To achieve these results, we have built a novel imaging system and enhanced the rotational
EIT image reconstruction via segmentedOPTdata, FEM rotationalmeshing andmodeling, and a nonlinear
Bayesian image reconstruction algorithm.Our tool provides a new avenue to study live cells in in vitro culturing
for various specimen types and applications, ranging from following cell culture growth to cell–cell junctional
development or disintegration. This tool will be of interest, for example, in drug development and disease
modeling.
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